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Abstract—We propose a novel technique that learns a low-
dimensional feature representation from unlabeled data of a
target language, and labeled data from a non-target language.
The technique is studied as a solution to query-by-example
spoken term detection for a low-resource language. We extract
low-dimensional features from a bottle-neck layer of a multi-task
deep neural network, which is jointly trained with speech data
from the low-resource target language and resource-rich non-
target language. The proposed feature learning technique aims
to extract acoustic features that offer phonetic discriminability.
It explores a new way of leveraging cross-lingual speech data
to overcome the resource limitation in the target language. We
conduct query-by-example spoken term detection (QbE-STD)
experiments using the dynamic time warping distance of the
multi-task bottle-neck features between the query and the search
database. The QbE-STD process does not rely on an automatic
speech recognition pipeline of the target language. We validate
the effectiveness of multi-task feature learning through a series
of comparative experiments.

Index Terms—Query-by-example, spoken term detection,
multi-task learning, bottle-neck feature

I. INTRODUCTION

Query-by-example spoken term detection (QbE-STD) is to
retrieve spoken content with spoken queries [1]. The research
of QbE-STD has attracted much interest, especially in low-
resource situations. For example, low-resource QbE-STD was
investigated in a series of benchmark evaluations called Spo-
ken Web Search (SWS) [2], [3], [4] or Query by Example
Search on Speech Task (QUESST) [5], [6] in the MediaEval
benchmark evaluation campaign [7]. In such low-resource
situations, the transcription or linguistic knowledge of the
target speech data is not always available. To eliminate the
dependence on the transcription or any other linguistic meta-
data, one can perform direct acoustic pattern matching on the
speech features in QbE-STD, which facilitates many applica-
tions in low-resource situations, such as topic classification [8],
topic segmentation on spoken documents [9], [10], etc.
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The choice of speech features plays a crucial role in an
acoustic pattern matching approach to QbE-STD. In this paper,
we assume that no transcription is available in the target data.
In such situation, studies have shown that we can perform
unsupervised feature learning of the unlabeled target speech
data to characterize acoustic content of speech, e.g. com-
ponent posteriorgrams from unsupervised Gaussian mixture
models (GMMs) [11], [12] or sub-clustered GMMs [13],
state posteriorgrams from unsupervised hidden Markov models
(HMMs) [14], [15], [16], unsupervised deep Boltzmann ma-
chine posteriorgrams [17] and internal representations from
deep neural networks (DNNs). The DNNs can act as auto-
encoders that reconstruct the input in the continuous feature
space [18], [19], [20], [21], siamese neural networks that
compare paired instances in latent continuous spaces [22],
[23], or classifiers that predict unsupervised labels in latent
discrete spaces [24], [25]. Such features generally outperform
conventional spectral features, e.g. mel-frequency cepstral
coefficients (MFCC), in low-resource QbE-STD because they
express highly dynamic acoustic content with phoneme-like
representations that facilitate the comparison of acoustic con-
tent. Studies have also shown that we may borrow representa-
tions learned from resource-rich languages, e.g. cross-lingual
phonetic posteriorgrams [26], [27], internal representations in
deep neural networks (DNNs) such as bottle-neck features
(BNFs) [27], [28], where the models are trained in a supervised
manner on labeled non-target speech data. Such cross-lingual
features outperform basic spectral features since they benefit
from the discriminative phonetic representations that are well
learned from a large amount of cross-lingual speech data.

In this study, we propose a novel technique to incorporate
the target low-resource speech with a large amount of cross-
lingual speech for QbE-STD. We hope to learn a unified low-
dimensional feature representation which benefits from the
best of both worlds aforementioned for low-resource QbE-
STD, i.e. expressiveness of phoneme-like units of the target
speech and the phonetic discriminability from the rich cross-
lingual resource.

This study is also inspired by our previous work in which
we extract features through a DNN trained on unsupervised
clustering labels [25]. Such labels represent phoneme-like
units. In [25], the training procedure of the unsupervised
feature extractor follows that of the standard supervised train-
ing of DNN acoustic models. Especially, such unsupervised
speech features are low-dimensional and as competitive as the
features learned in a supervised manner from the cross-lingual
resource. We believe that the combination of the phoneme-like
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unit information expressed using such speech features with the
cross-lingual phonetic discriminability could be beneficial to
the QbE-STD task.

Moreover, we notice that multi-task learning (MTL) [29]
is capable of learning shared and transferable features for
multiple related tasks, and it effectively increases the training
sample size over that of a single learning task. We propose
a multi-task feature learning technique to leverage the rich
cross-lingual resource. In the proposed technique, we employ a
Dirichlet process Gaussian mixture model (DPGMM) in unsu-
pervised phoneme-like unit modeling of the target speech and
use the component identity of the DPGMM, i.e. phoneme-like
label, to tokenize the target speech. Then we borrow resource-
rich cross-lingual data together with their readily available tied
triphone state labels, i.e. senone labels, to train an MTL deep
neural network (MTL-DNN). The low-dimensional features
are extracted from an internal bottle-neck layer in the MTL-
DNN. The main contributions of this paper are summarized
as follows:

• We propose an MTL technique to extract efficient low-
dimensional features which leverage the expressiveness of
the phoneme-like units of the target speech and phoneme
discriminability learned from rich cross-lingual resource;

• We perform visualization and analysis to demonstrate the
properties of the proposed features and their phoneme
discrimination ability;

• We show empirically that the QbE-STD performance of
different features correlates with their phoneme discrim-
ination ability.

Note that MTL-DNN is usually used to improve a single or
multiple primary learning tasks. However, in this paper, we
treat the tasks equally and the final features are derived from
an internal shared hidden layer of the MTL-DNN for QbE-
STD.

To evaluate the QbE-STD performance of the proposed fea-
tures, a set of experiments were conducted on the TIMIT [30]
speech corpus, where the transcription was assumed unavail-
able to simulate a low-resource scenario. We regard Man-
darin Chinese as a resource-rich language in our experi-
ments. To demonstrate the ability of our proposed features
for phoneme discrimination, we performed feature visualiza-
tion using multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) and the ABX
phoneme discriminability test [31], [32] defined in track 1
of the zero resource speech challenge 2015 (ZeroSpeech
2015) [33]. Moreover, we studied the effect of the configu-
ration of the MTL-DNN, including the position of the bottle-
neck layer and the temporal context length of input features,
on the QbE-STD performance.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II reviews the prior work on MTL and QbE-STD. Sec-
tion III details our proposed approach to QbE-STD. Section IV
gives the experimental details. Section V reports the QbE-STD
results, investigates the empirical configuration and explains
empirically why the proposed MTL worked for QbE-STD.
Section VI concludes this paper and suggests some future
work.

II. PRIOR WORK

A. Multi-Task Learning

Multi-task learning (MTL) [29] or bias learning [34] is a
well-known machine learning technique that jointly learns a
set of related tasks to improve the generalization performance
on a single or multiple tasks. It has been proven successful
in practice that MTL can learn the inductively transferable
knowledge which is beneficial for each single task because
the training sample size for each single task will be effectively
increased. In an early study [34], a generalization bound on
the average error of MTL was derived according to a statistical
learning theory. In [35], a tighter generalization bound for each
single learning task was derived by defining the notion of relat-
edness of multiple tasks. It is postulated [29] that related tasks
must share input features so as to make joint MTL effective
and provide an MTL-oriented error back-propagation method
in which the inductively transferable knowledge is captured
by the shared hidden units in artificial neural networks for
multiple tasks.

MTL can be implemented with deep neural networks (DNN)
that have been proven effective in a wide spectrum of speech
and language processing tasks. For example, in speech recog-
nition, the MTL-DNN is used to learn inductive knowledge
from extra tasks such as speaker recognition [36], speech
enhancement [37], [38], prediction of phoneme/articulatory
context [39], [40], classification of different acoustic units (e.g.
monophones, senone-clusters or tri-graphemes) [41], [42],
[43], cross-lingual speech recognition [44]. In speech synthe-
sis, the MTL-DNN is employed to improve the naturalness of
the synthetic speech in [45], where the input parameters for a
vocoder is more perceptually salient by learning the perceptual
representation as an auxiliary task. In speaker verification,
the previous study [46] proposes to use text (i.e. phrase) as
auxiliary labels in the MTL-DNN to improve the performance.

These prior studies usually improve the performance of
a single or multiple primary learning tasks involved in the
MTL. Instead, we treat the tasks equally in this study. We
use the features derived from the internal shared hidden layer
of the MTL-DNN for acoustic pattern matching. One task in
our MTL-DNN is to predict the phoneme-like labels from a
Dirichlet process Gaussian mixture model (DPGMM), while
the other is to predict the cross-lingual tied triphone states, i.e.
senone labels. We would like to see how the shared internal
features, which can be regarded as a fusion between the
phoneme-like unit information and the borrowed cross-lingual
phonetic discriminability, facilitate the low-resource QbE-STD
task.

B. Query-by-Example Spoken Term Detection via Fusion

In low-resource QbE-STD, we note that it is helpful to fuse
multiple sources of knowledge to improve the expressiveness
of acoustic pattern of the target data. This can be imple-
mented in different stages of a typical DTW-based system.
For example, it has been demonstrated [26], [47], [48] that
feature concatenation, which concatenates multiple sources of
cross-lingual features at the very early stage, outperforms the
features learned from the target data alone. In [49], distance
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matrix combination has been shown effective to improve the
QbE-STD performance as well, where the distance matrix
derived from unsupervised features is combined with several
distance matrices from different cross-lingual speech features
during the DTW-based search. In [26], [47], [27], it also has
been shown effective to boost the QbE-STD performance by
score fusion at the ranking stage.

While fusion can take place at the different stages of the
classification pipeline, we prefer fusion at an early stage
because late fusion involves multiple parallel computational
paths. For instance, distance matrix combination needs to
compute several different distance matrices for each type of
features. This is time-consuming especially when complicated
distance metrics, e.g. Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence, are
involved. Similarly, score fusion suffers from multiple runs
of the DTW-based search which dramatically increases the
computation loads in the whole detection system. Thus feature
concatenation is a preferable way to utilize handy cross-lingual
knowledge. We note that by simply concatenating the features,
we may introduce redundant information. We consider that
the proposed multi-task feature learning via the MTL-DNN
offers a solution to the above issues. That is, right at the very
early stage in the QbE-STD system, the proposed technique
incorporates the phoneme-like unit information and the cross-
lingual phonetic discriminability through a low-dimensional
speech feature derived from an MTL-DNN.

III. THE PROPOSED TECHNIQUE FOR
QUERY-BY-EXAMPLE SPOKEN TERM DETECTION

The proposed multi-task feature learning for query-by-
example spoken term detection (QbE-STD) is depicted in
Fig. 1. The multi-task learning deep neural network (MTL-
DNN) takes low-level acoustic features, i.e. filterbank and
fundamental frequency (F0), as the input and outputs the
phoneme-like labels and the cross-lingual senone labels. The
phoneme-like labels are generated from an unsupervised
model learned on the target speech data where no transcription
or any other linguistic metadata is available. The cross-lingual
senone labels are derived from a supervised model learned on
the transcribed cross-lingual speech. When training the MTL-
DNN, we associate each input sample with an unsupervised
phoneme-like label or a cross-lingual senone label. Being
optimized for both the phoneme-like labels and the cross-
lingual senone labels simultaneously, the multi-task learning
deep neural network (MTL-DNN) is designated for capturing
the knowledge, e.g. the phoneme-like unit information and the
cross-lingual phonetic information, carried by these two sets of
labels. Instead of taking the output from one (or each) single
learning task, we take the output from the shared bottle-neck
layer, illustrated in the dashed box in the left panel of Fig. 1.,
as the final speech features. The resultant features are then fed
to a dynamic time warping (DTW) based QbE-STD system.

A. Unsupervised Phoneme-like Labels

Previous studies [50], [12], [25], [51], [52] have shown
that a Dirichlet process Gaussian mixture model (DPGMM) is
suitable for unsupervised acoustic modeling in a low-resource

speech scenario. Firstly [12] has illustrated the effectiveness
of parallel inference of the DPGMM for frame-wise speech
clustering and shown the best-performing speech features,
posteriorgrams (PGs) of the DPGMM, for phoneme discrim-
inability test in ZeroSpeech 2015. It was also shown [25]
that DNNs trained on unsupervised labels from the DPGMM
provides bottle-neck features (BNFs) as competitive as cross-
lingual BNFs in QbE-STD. Other studies have shown that
DPGMM labels improve the posteriorgrams for phoneme
discrimination[51], [52], and segment-wise acoustic model-
ing [50]. Actually, the DPGMM learned from speech frames
can be regarded as a phoneme-like unit model where each
Gaussian component models a phoneme-like unit. Meanwhile,
the DPGMM is practically suitable for low-resource scenarios,
where no knowledge about the model complexity is available.
Thus we use the DPGMM to tokenize the target low-resource
speech into sequences of phoneme-like labels.

Basically, the DPGMM is a Gaussian mixture model
(GMM) extended in a non-parametric Bayesian way in which
a Dirichlet process prior is placed over the vanilla GMM
with a set of hyperparameters. We would like to refer to [53]
for a more detailed model explanation. We adopt Metropolis-
Hastings based split/merge sampling method [54] to infer the
model parameters.

In our scenario, given feature vectors of speech frames
X = {xi}Ni=1, after the parameter inference of DPGMM,
we obtain K Gaussian components together with their mixing
weights, π = (π1, . . . , πK), mean vectors, µ = {µk}Kk=1, and
covariance matrices, Σ = {Σk}Kk=1. The label of xi, denoted
as li, is computed as follows:

li(xi) = arg max
1≤k≤K

pi,k, (1)

where

pi,k = p(ck|xi) =
πkN (xi|µk,Σk)∑K
j=1 πjN (xi|µj ,Σj)

(2)

is the k-th element in the i-th posteriorgram (PG) represented
by pi = (pi,1, . . . , pi,K). The resultant labels of speech frames
are used as the phoneme-like labels for the unsupervised task
in the MTL-DNN.

Note that we are not necessarily limited to using the
DPGMM as our phoneme-like acoustic model. We believe
that other temporal or hierarchical unsupervised modeling
(e.g. [14], [15], [55], [16]) on the target data can also provide
useful phoneme-like labels. Actually, we conducted a prelim-
inary test on the labels derived using state-level PGs from
the acoustic segment model (ASM) [56], [15] which better
models long-term temporal information than a single GMM.
The PGs from the ASM surpassed the PGs of the DPGMM and
provided BNFs of similar performance in QbE-STD. However,
we would like to leave the detailed investigation of temporal
models to the future work.

B. Cross-lingual Senone Labels

The frame-based cross-lingual senone labels are obtained
for cross-lingual training data by performing standard forced
alignment using a GMM-HMM system trained with readily
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the multi-task feature learning for QbE-STD. When training the MTL-DNN, we associate each input sample with an unsupervised
phoneme-like label or a cross-lingual senone label. We trim the last two layers off the MTL-DNN and the resultant DNN (in dashed box) is used to extract
the shared bottle-neck features. Posteriorgrams extracted from the last layer of the MTL-DNN are also evaluated in our comparative experiments.

available transcription. The senone (i.e. tied triphone state)
labels are used in a cross-lingual task of the MTL-DNN.
The number of senones is set to roughly 500 as in our early
studies [25], [28].

C. Shared Bottle-Neck Feature Extraction from Multi-Task
Learning DNN

As shown in the left panel of Fig. 1, we train the multi-
task learning DNN (MTL-DNN) by taking the speech from
both target language and non-target languages as input, and
optimize the network to minimize the errors against the
unsupervised phoneme-like labels and cross-lingual senone
labels respectively. For ease of reading, we would like to firstly
look at a single task learning (STL) based DNN which is a
special case of the MTL-DNN where the input (i.e. speech
data) and the output (i.e. labels) are from one language alone.

In an STL-based DNN (STL-DNN), each non-bottle-neck
layer usually consists of a linear transformation layer and a
sigmoid layer. Therefore, the output of each unit in the j-th
layer of a J-layer STL-DNN can be expressed as follows:

zj = Wjyj−1 + bj , 0 ≤ j ≤ J, (3)

yj =


xi, j = 0

sigmoid(zj), 0 < j < J

softmax(zj), j = J

, (4)

where Wj is a weight matrix, bj is a bias vector, xi is the
i-th speech feature vector, and both functions, sigmoid and
softmax, conduct element-wise operations on the input vector.
Given N training speech vectors, X = {xi}Ni=1, and the labels,
T = {ti}Ni=1, the loss function is usually defined as the sum
of cross-entropy between the predictions and the true labels:

Lce = −
N∑
i

K∑
k

ti,klogsi,k, (5)

where ti,k is the k-th element of ti denoting whether xi

corresponds to class label ck, K is the number of output
dimensions, and

si,k = p(ck|xi) =
ez

k
J∑K

k′=1 e
zk′
J

(6)

where zkJ is the k-th element of zJ .
By replacing the softmax output layer of the STL-DNN with

M separate softmax layers, one for each learning task, we can
obtain an MTL-DNN with its loss function being expressed
as:

Lce =

M∑
m=1

wmL(m)
ce , (7)

where wm is the weight for the m-th task, L(m)
ce is the loss

function for the m-th learning task as defined in Eq.(5). As
in [44], L(m)

ce is defined on the input data and the output label
belonging to the m-th task. In the training process, the shared
parameters are updated using the gradient obtained with the
weighted sum of the back-propagated error in each task, while
the m-th softmax layer is updated with the input data and the
expected labels belonging to the m-th task.

In this study, we place a bottle-neck layer of linear trans-
formation unit between the last two hidden layers of the
MTL-DNN, through which we hope to provide a shared low-
dimensional representation across multiple learning tasks. All
of the softmax layers in the output layer share equal weights.
Mini-batch stochastic gradient descent is employed to obtain
all the neural network parameters.

Once the MTL-DNN is trained, the last two layers of the
DNN can be discarded. By forward-passing input spectral
features through the truncated DNN, one can get BNFs from
the shared bottle-neck layer.

D. Query-by-Example Spoken Term Detection
The query-by-example spoken term detection (QbE-STD)

consists of two main processes, namely feature extraction and
acoustic pattern matching. The online retrieval process of the
QbE-STD system is shown in the right panel of Fig. 1.

In QbE-STD, various speech features, such as mel-
frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC), posteriorgrams and
bottle-neck features (BNFs), have been studied. In this paper,
we extract the BNFs proposed in Section III-C for the acoustic
pattern matching that follows.

In acoustic pattern matching, we employ subsequence dy-
namic time warping (DTW) [57] to find the best match
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between a query and a test utterance in the speech database.
Given two sequences of speech feature vectors from a spo-
ken query and a test utterance, Q = (q1,q2, . . . ,qM ) and
U = (u1,u2, . . . ,uN ), where M and N are the lengths of
the query and the test utterance, the distance di,j between
arbitrary two vectors, qi and uj , is commonly computed as

di,j =

{
1− qT

i uj

|qi||uj | for MFCCs and BNFs,

− log(qT
i uj) for posteriorgrams.

(8)

With the subsequence DTW search, one can find an optimal
path with the minimum distance cost, also called dissimilarity,
between the query, Q, and the test utterance, U. For the spoken
query Q, all the test utterances U = {Uk}KU

k=1 are ranked in
an ascending order according to the dissimilarity.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Query-by-Example Spoken Term Detection

In the QbE-STD experiment, we treated English as the low-
resource language. We used the TIMIT English read speech
corpus (LDC93S1, ∼5 hours) as a low-resource corpus without
using the phonetic transcription, and the HKUST Mandarin
Chinese telephone speech corpus [58] (LDC2005S15, ∼150
hours) as a cross-lingual corpus. We used the Metropolis-
Hastings based split/merge sampler [54] to train the DPGMM
and Kaldi [59] for the feature extraction and the implementa-
tion of DNNs.

Unsupervised Phoneme-like Labels: We obtained the un-
supervised phoneme-like labels from the DPGMM trained on
the training set of the TIMIT corpus. The DPGMM took
13-dimensional mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC)
+∆ + ∆∆ followed by cepstral mean and variance normal-
ization as the input features. The hyperparameters for training
the DPGMM was set as {α = 1, κ0 = 1, ν0 = 41, µ0 =
mean(X ), S0 = cov(X )} [12] where µ0 and S0 are the mean
and covariance of speech data X .

Cross-lingual Senone Labels: We obtained the cross-
lingual senone labels by performing standard forced align-
ment using a GMM-HMM system on the HKUST Man-
darin Chinese telephone speech corpus. This system consists
of a triphone acoustic model trained using 39-dimensional
MFCC+∆+∆∆ features transformed by linear discrimina-
tive analysis, maximum likelihood linear transformation and
speaker adaptive training.

Deep Neural Networks: We trained three DNNs with dif-
ferent labels as configured in TABLE I for feature extraction.
The number of layers and the number of hidden units follow
those in [25] since empirically these parameter sizes are appro-
priate to model both the TIMIT and HKUST speech corpus.
In the STL-DNN, we used either unsupervised phoneme-like
labels or cross-lingual senone labels while the MTL-DNN
used both sets of labels. We used filterbank and fundamen-
tal frequency (F0) features (totally 39-dimensional) as input
features of the DNNs since they output better-performance
bottle-neck features (BNFs) in our previous study [25]. Pre-
training was performed only when training the STL-DNN on

TABLE I
CONFIGURATION OF DNNS WHERE NU DENOTES THE NUMBER OF

DISTINCT LABELS. DPGMM-BASED PHONEME-LIKE LABELS OR/AND
MANDARIN CHINESE (CHN) SENONE LABELS WERE USED IN TRAINING
OF THE DNNS. HERE, {1024×4, 40×1, 1024×1, NU} DENOTES FOUR

1024-UNIT HIDDEN LAYERS, ONE 40-UNIT LINEAR BOTTLE-NECK LAYER,
ONE 1024-UNIT HIDDEN LAYER AND FINALLY ONE NU-UNIT

CLASSIFICATION LAYER.

Type Tokenizer (NU) Topology
MTL–DNN DPGMM+CHN (718) {1024×4,40×1,1024×1,NU}
STL–DNN DPGMM (306) {1024×4,40×1,1024×1,NU}
STL–DNN CHN (412) {1024×4,40×1,1024×1,NU}

the low-resource corpus using phoneme-like labels. No pre-
training was carried out for the MTL-DNN and the STL-
DNN which use rich cross-lingual data because we found that
when we had a large amount of training data, pre-training did
not give obvious gains. Similar to the standard DNN training
recipe ‘run multilingual.sh’ in Kaldi, 90% of the training set
was used for training and the rest 10% was used for cross-
validation. The DNNs were trained using shuffled samples
with 20 maximum epochs and an initial learning rate of 0.008.
The learning rate was halved when the relative reduction of
the validation loss was less than 0.01. The training procedure
was stopped when the relative reduction of the validation loss
became lower than 0.001.

Evaluation Metrics: We built a speech database of 944
utterances from the test set of TIMIT and chose 346 spoken
examples for 69 queries as the query set, where each example
consists of at least 6 characters and has longer time span than
0.35 second. The QbE-STD was evaluated in terms of three
metrics: 1) MAP: the mean average precision for correct hits
in the retrieval; 2) P@N: the average precision of the top N
utterances where N is the number of the correct hit utterances
in the speech database; 3) P@10: the average precision over
the first 10 ranked utterances.

Comparative Configuration: Firstly, we performed a set of
comparative QbE-STD experiments between the bottle-neck
features learned by the proposed technique and that derived
from STL-DNNs. Secondly, we compared the proposed BNFs
with different methods of fusion of BNFs derived from the two
STL-DNNs including feature concatenation, matrix combina-
tion, and score fusion. These fusion methods made use of both
target and non-target speech during offline training. Thirdly,
we compared the posteriorgrams (PGs) learned by the MTL-
DNN with those from the STL-DNNs and the fusion methods
above. Here the posteriorgrams are the output of the softmax
layers.

We noted that PGs are widely used in QbE-STD [60], [61],
[17], [14], [62] for their superior performance to conventional
spectral features, while BNFs become prevailing recently in
QbE-STD [63], [64], [27] for being low-dimensional. We
investigated whether the BNFs derived from the MTL-DNN
are as efficient as their corresponding PGs.

Additionally, we employed an acoustic segment model
(ASM) to perform fusion. The frame-level representation used
in the ASM was the concatenation of DPGMM posteriorgrams
(PGs) and Mandarin Chinese (CHN) senone PGs. The number
of segment units was selected to be 384 among {128, 256,
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TABLE II
DATA CONFIGURATION OF SEVEN METHODS IN THE COMPARATIVE

STUDY.

Methods Target Speech Non-target Speech
STL-DNN (DPGMM)

√

STL-DNN (CHN)
√

Feature Concatenation
√ √

Matrix Combination
√ √

Score Fusion
√ √

ASM-based Fusion
√ √

MTL-DNN
√ √

384, 512, 640} in a preliminary test. Each segment unit was
modeled by a 3-state HMM where each state was modeled by a
5-component GMM. The state PGs of the ASM were tested on
the QbE-STD. Meanwhile, we tested the BNFs from an STL-
DNN trained using labels of the ASM on the QbE-STD. The
methods mentioned above are summarized in TABLE II where
STL-DNN (DPGMM) and STL-DNN (CHN) denote the STL-
DNNs trained using phoneme-like labels from the DPGMM
and Mandarin Chinese (CHN) senone labels respectively. The
QbE-STD results are reported in Section V-A.

B. Feature Analysis

To appreciate the strength of multi-task features, we con-
ducted multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) and ABX phoneme
discriminability test [31], [32] to study their phoneme repre-
sentation ability.

In MDS, we used the phoneme transcription provided in
the TIMIT corpus to compute the centroids of each English
phoneme using different BNFs. Here for each phoneme, we
computed 50 centroids by randomly sampling 50% of the
observed frames for each phoneme. Then we obtained a 2-
dimensional representation which can retain the similarity
between data points in a multi-dimensional representation.

We carried out the ABX phoneme discriminability test ex-
periment on the English dataset from the Buckeye corpus [65]
used in the track 1 of ZeroSpeech 2015. We evaluated different
BNFs from DNNs trained in the QbE-STD experiment using
the CHN senone labels or/and the DPGMM-based labels.
Given two arbitrary phonemes, a and b, together with two
sets of their corresponding acoustic examples, S(a) and S(b),
represented by a certain type of speech features, the correct
rate c(a, b) in the ABX phoneme discriminability test is
calculated as follows:

c(a, b) =
1

m(m− 1)n

∑
ea∈S(a)

∑
eb∈S(b)

∑
ex∈S(a)\{ea}

(δd(ea,ex)<d(eb,ex) +
1

2
δd(ea,ex)=d(eb,ex)),

where m and n are the number of examples in S(a) and S(b),
d(ex, ey) denotes the DTW distance between examples, ex and
ey , δ is an indicator function. In our implementation, when
searching the best alignment path, the accumulated DTW cost
was normalized by the length of the currently aligned path,
Lpath, as:

d(ex, ey) =
cost(ex, ey)

Lpath
(9)

TABLE III
QBE-STD PERFORMANCE COMPARISON AMONG BOTTLE-NECK FEATURES

LEARNED BY THE PROPOSED MTL TECHNIQUE, FEATURES LEARNED BY
SINGLE TASK LEARNING, AND DIFFERENT FUSION METHODS.

Methods Feat. NDim MAP P@N P@10
– MFCC 39 0.285 0.289 0.247
STL-DNN (DPGMM) BNF 40 0.494 0.470 0.412
STL-DNN (CHN) BNF 40 0.482 0.461 0.405
Feature Concatenation BNF 80 0.545 0.511 0.451
Matrix Combination BNF – 0.541 0.507 0.450
Score Fusion BNF – 0.539 0.505 0.448
ASM-based Fusion BNF 40 0.473 0.441 0.394
MTL-DNN BNF 40 0.548 0.513 0.456
STL-DNN (DPGMM) PG 306 0.405 0.390 0.340
STL-DNN (CHN) PG 412 0.334 0.312 0.290
Feature Concatenation PG 718 0.471 0.440 0.390
Matrix Combination PG – 0.460 0.437 0.385
Score Fusion PG – 0.461 0.436 0.380
ASM-based Fusion PG 1152 0.451 0.428 0.374
MTL-DNN PG 718 0.469 0.440 0.389
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Fig. 2. MAP of QbE-STD using BNFs and PGs from different methods.

We used the cosine distance for the BNFs when computing
DTW distances. The correct rates were averaged over all found
contexts for a given pair of central phonemes and then over all
pairs of central phonemes [33]. The resultant correct rates are
denoted as cr and the error rates (i.e. 1− cr) of the phoneme
discriminability test are presented in Section V-B.

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Multi-Task Feature Learning vs. Different Fusion Methods

TABLE III details the QbE-STD performance of different
methods. For ease of reading, we also plot the MAP perfor-
mance of using BNFs and PGs in Fig. 2. The observations
from the overall experimental results are summarized as fol-
lows:

• The MTL-based features, including BNFs and PGs, con-
sistently outperform the STL-based counterparts. This
is consistent with the finding in many earlier studies
that show the fusion of the knowledge learned in an
unsupervised manner and the supervised cross-lingual
knowledge is beneficial for QbE-STD, and suggests that
it is effective to use multi-task feature learning to fuse
such two sources of knowledge.

• The MTL-based BNFs are comparable to other fusion
methods, such as feature concatenation, distance matrix
combination and score-level fusion of the STL-based
BNFs. Moreover, it is worth noting that the multi-task
feature learning provides a compact feature representation
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Fig. 3. Distance matrices between a query and a test utterance in DTW using
BNFs and PGs. y- and x-axes show the words uttered in the query and the
test utterance respectively.

which is advantageous. In contrast, feature concatenation
probably results in redundant dimensions, and distance
matrix combination and score fusion lead to multiple
runs of distance matrix computation or/and DTW search.
To compare the computing time, we run the QbE-STD
experiment on a single CPU machine (Intel® Xeon®

CPU E5-2680 @2.7GHz). The acoustic pattern matching
between all the queries and test utterances using the
MTL-based BNFs, feature concatenation, distance matrix
combination, and score fusion, took about 305 seconds,
353 seconds, 480 seconds, and 612 seconds, respectively.

• In ASM-based fusion, while the PGs outperform those of
the DPGMM and the CHN tokenizer, the BNFs show no
improvement over the STL-based counterparts.

• The MTL-based BNFs outperform the MTL-based PGs.
Similar to the observations in [66], [25], the results sug-
gest that the BNFs derived from the MTL-DNN are more
effective feature representations than the PGs. Actually as
shown in Fig. 2, all types of BNFs outperform their PG
counterparts even with a lower dimension. To visualize,
we plot the distance matrices between the queries and
test utterances using the MTL-based BNFs and PGs in
Fig. 3. Colours in the distance matrix depict the distance
between speech frames, with red (blue) indicating large
(small) distances. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the MTL-based
BNFs give rise to a more salient blue diagonal band in
the hit region, and larger areas of red and yellow in other
regions.

The experiments suggest that it is beneficial to leverage cross-
lingual speech data when the speech samples from the target
language are insufficient, and multi-task learning offers a
solution.

B. Feature Analysis

We now take a close look at the multi-task features through
the experiment described in Section IV-B.

(1) Multi-dimensional Scaling Visualization
The transformed centroids of BNFs of plosive and fricative

consonants are shown in Fig. 4. Several observations are made
as follows:

• The clustering of the BNFs derived from the cross-
lingual senone labels is consistent with that of phonetic

TABLE IV
ERROR RATES (%) OF THE ABX PHONEME DISCRIMINABILITY TEST ON

ENGLISH DATASET IN TRACK 1 OF ZEROSPEECH 2015.

Methods Feat. Intra-speaker Inter-speaker
– MFCC 12.6 24.4
STL-DNN (DPGMM) BNF 10.3 16.3
STL-DNN (CHN) BNF 11.2 15.9
MTL-DNN BNF 10.0 14.6

knowledge. For example, we can classify the phonemes
into different groups according to the place of articulation
(e.g. {/d/, /t/, /z/, /s/} in the alveolar group, {/b/, /p/}
in the bilabial group, {/g/, /k/} in the velar group, {/v/,
/f/} in the labiodental group). As shown in Fig. 4(a)
and Fig. 4(d), the distances between the phonemes in
the same group are relatively smaller than those from
different groups.

• The BNFs derived from the unsupervised phoneme-like
labels (Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(e)) and the cross-lingual BNFs
(Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(d)) show similar relative position
between phonemes.

• The BNFs derived from the MTL-DNN (Fig. 4(c) and
Fig. 4(f)) maintain the similar relative position between
the plosive and fricative consonants from different groups
when compared to the BNFs derived from the STL-DNNs
(Fig. 4(a)-(b) and Fig. 4(d)-(e)).

We also examine other phoneme categories, e.g. nasal con-
sonants and diphthongs, that give similar observations. These
results suggest that similar speech features can be obtained
from the phoneme-like labels and the cross-lingual senone
labels. And the MTL-learned features are capable of retaining
the information captured by each set of STL-learned features.
These observations empirically explain why the BNFs from
the MTL-DNN works well for QbE-STD.

(2) Phoneme Discriminability Test
We also report the intra-speaker and inter-speaker ABX

phoneme discriminability test in TABLE IV. The results
suggest that the BNFs derived from the MTL-DNN outper-
form those from the STL-DNNs, while all the BNFs outper-
form MFCC features. This experiment confirms the fact that
unsupervised phoneme-like labels and cross-lingual senone
labels provide complementary information characterizing the
phonemes, which supports the results in Table III. It is logical
to believe that better phoneme discrimination leads to better
QbE-STD performance.

C. Bottle-Neck Layer Position and Temporal Context in Multi-
Task Learning

In this section, we study the effect of the configurations of
the MTL-DNN, including the position of the bottle-neck layer
and the length of input temporal context, on the QbE-STD
performance.

We are interested in where to place the bottle-neck layer
inside a 5-layer MTL-based DNN. As illustrated in Fig. 5(a),
the performance of BNFs varies according to the position of
the bottle-neck layer. Generally speaking, when the bottle-
neck layer is placed closer to the output layer, a better QbE-
STD performance is observed. This reconfirms the finding that
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the speech representation from a deeper layer offers a better
phoneme discrimination [67].

Fig. 5(b) shows the effect of temporal context size of
input spectral features in the MTL-DNN on the QbE-STD
performance. In this study, splicing 5 frames from the left and
right context, we obtained the best result. This is consistent
with the setting in a fully unsupervised training scenario [12].
We emphasize that the choice of the contextual length is
language-dependent. For a very low-resource language, one
needs to make an effort to find the best context size for input
spectral features.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have proposed a multi-task feature learning technique
that incorporates both the phoneme-like unit information
learned in an unsupervised way from a target language and the

cross-lingual phonetic information learned in a supervised way
from a non-target language. The dimension of our proposed
features is the same as that of the corresponding STL-based
features. The experiments have shown that the proposed fea-
tures consistently outperform the STL-based features in QbE-
STD. The proposed technique does not bring multiple runs of
early-stage processes, one for each individual feature source,
during online retrieval.

In the future, we plan to investigate several aspects of the
proposed technique. Firstly, we only studied the case of one
target language in this paper. We would like to extend the
study to the multilingual cases, e.g. SWS [2], [3], [4] or
QUESST [5], [6] in MediaEval [7]. Secondly, we would like
to investigate whether more flexible graphical models, such
as structural variational auto-encoders [68], are capable of
better characterizing the target speech, thus providing better
unsupervised knowledge. Thirdly, we would further study the
use of unsupervised graphical models with temporal consid-
eration [14], [69], [55], [70]. Moreover, we consider imple-
menting other network architectures such as convolutional and
recurrent neural networks during multi-task learning. Finally,
we would consider our proposed multi-task framework for
learning acoustic word embeddings [71], [72], [21] so as to
get rid of the time-consuming DTW pattern matching between
two arbitrary-length feature sequences.
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